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1.1 Sharp fall in vegetable oil prices

SOURCES: REUTERS/OIL WORLD/APK INFORM
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Vegetable oil prices have fallen sharply, especially in the last 3 weeks. After breaking historical records continuously for a
long time, the reopening of palm oil exports in Indonesia and the surprising exports of sunflower seeds from Ukraine,
coupled with the complex macroeconomic scenario, have generated strong downward pressure on oil prices.

13/05/2022 21/06/2022 Unidad Dif Dif %
Crude Palm Oil (Sept) FOB MALASYA 6133 4664 MYR/ MT -1.469 -24,0% 
Crude Palm Oil (Sept) CIF RDM 1570 1290 USD/ MT -280 -17,8% 

CCNO Phil/ Indo (Sept/Oct) CIF RDM 1670 1570 USD/ MT -100 -6,0% 
CPKO (Sept/Oct) CIF RDM 1640 1325 USD/ MT -315 -19,2% 

Crude Sunflower Oil  (Jul) FOB ARGENTINA 2150 1850 USD/ MT -300 -14,0% 
Crude Rape Oil (Ago/Sept/Oct) FOB DUTCH MILL 1810 1550 €/MT -260 -14,4% 

Crude Soya Oil (Sept) FOB ARGENTINA 1843 1415 USD/ MT -428 -23,2% 

EUR/USD SPOT 1,0411 1,0554 0,014 1,4%
USD/MYR SPOT 4,3960 4,4000 0,004 0,1%

Brent Crude SPOT 111,55 113,12 US $/ BRL 1,57 1,4%
Gas Oils SPOT 1107 1302 US $/ MT 195,00 17,6%
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1.2 Prices fall to pre-war levels
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SOURCE: REUTERS
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1.3 Prices fall to pre-war levels
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SOURCE: REUTERS
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SOURCES : BLS/THE WASHINGTON POST/AGRITEL/ST LOUIS FED

2. Rising interest rates → Fall of commodities
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Faced with the generalised rise in inflation, the main Central Banks, which flooded the market with liquidity for years,
are beginning to react.

The biggest interest rate hike since 1994 was announced by the FED, in response to the worst inflation data in 40
years, with a strong effect on commodities in general.

SOURCES : BLS/THE WASHINGTON POST/AGRITEL/ST LOUIS FED

2. Rising interest rates → Fall of commodities
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World oilseed production in the 22/23 season is estimated at 620.5 Mts (+35.8 Mts vs. 21/22): practically all the growth
comes from soybean, while the expected increase in rapeseed offsets the losses in sunflower.

SOURCES : OIL WORLD/HIGHTOWER/CME GROUP

3. Big recovery in oilseed production in 2022/23? 
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Stocks are expected to grow by 12.3 Mts: the big question is
how much of this production will be available for the market.

World production of the 11 main oils is expected to grow by 6.9
Mts, in an environment of uncertainty in the oil sector:

• Northern Hemisphere Weather (Jul/Aug)
• Weather in South America (Nov/Feb )
• War in Ukraine and its effects on world trade
• Palm exports
• Macroeconomic Context

SOURCES : BLS/THE WASHINGTON POST/AGRITEL/ST LOUIS FED

3. Big recovery in oilseed production in 2022/23? 
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Imports of the two main global oil consumers have been
seriously affected by prices. While stocks have fallen, the main
reason is demand destruction, primarily in the human
consumption sector.

SOURCES : OIL WORLD/AGRITEL/SEA

4. Demand hit hard by high prices
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With prices falling in recent weeks, it would be reasonable to see renewed buying interest.

4. Demand hit hard by high prices

SOURCES : OIL WORLD/AGRITEL/SEA
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Production in Malaysia has been disappointing in the last 3 months, well below the historical average. So far this year, the
cumulative is similar to that of 2021. In June, production is recovering to 16%, which the market expected due to the
seasonal factor.

SOURCES: AGRITEL/MPOB/MPOA/POA/GAPKI

5.1 PALM OIL (CPO)
Indonesia's historically high stocks put pressure on the market
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As a result of the
country's trade policy,
stocks in Indonesia in
April are estimated at 6.1
Mts, which is an all-time
high. May's numbers
would be even higher.

This is putting strong
pressure on the market,
not only because they
will be available for the
market at some point,
but also because of the
scarce storage capacity
in the country, which is
causing serious
problems.

SOURCES: AGRITEL/MPOB/MPOA/POA/ GAPKI

5.1 PALM OIL (CPO)
Indonesia's historically high stocks put pressure on the market
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SOURCES: REUTERS/STONEX/BMD/OIL WORLD

5.2 PALM OIL (CPO)
Sharp drop in prices, could revive demand

Very sharp fall in palm prices, given global macroeconomic weakness and high stocks in Indonesia. The market's inverse has been
sharply reduced, a sign of relief from the tight situation we were experiencing. The market expects Indonesia to further relax
export policy.
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5.2 PALM OIL (CPO)
Sharp drop in prices, could revive demand

For the first time in a long time, palm oil is positioned below gas oil, so demand from the energy sector could increase in
the coming months.

SOURCES: REUTERS/STONEX/BMD/OIL WORLD
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SOURCES: MAPFU/APK INFORM/EF NEROBA/EUC/OIL WORLD 

6.1 SUNFLOWER OIL (SFO)
Sunflower seed exports from Ukraine are a surprise

Exports of sunflower seeds from Ukraine, practically all of them to Europe, have reached surprisingly high levels: 352 kton
in May, the highest in more than 20 years, and already surpassed so far in June. This factor has come as a surprise and is
putting pressure on prices. Oil exports continue at low levels.
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6.1 SUNFLOWER OIL (SFO)
Sunflower seed exports from Ukraine are a surprise

Sowing in Ukraine ended with 4.7 million ha, which represents a 27% drop compared to the previous season. The weather
continues to be somewhat dry, and there are concerns not only about the lack of basic inputs and fuel, but also about
the storage capacity needed with the arrival of the new crop.

SOURCES: MAPFU/APK INFORM/EF NEROBA/EUC/OIL WORLD 
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6.1 SUNFLOWER OIL (SFO)
Sunflower seed exports from Ukraine are a surprise

In Europe, for the fourth consecutive month, yield estimates are reduced due to dry weather and high temperatures.
However, due to the growth of the area, we continue to work with a production of around 10.8 Mts vs. 10.5 Mts of the
previous season.

SOURCES: MAPFU/APK INFORM/EF NEROBA/EUC/OIL WORLD 
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SOURCES: OIL WORLD/APK INFORM

6.2 SUNFLOWER OIL (SFO)
The pressure from other oils is transferred to sunflower oil

With palm olein prices FOB
Malaysia falling 27% and soybean
oil FOB Argentina 21% in the last 3
weeks, sunflower oil prices have
been under heavy pressure.

As mentioned above, the pace of
sunflower seed exports is
surprising, which partly
compensates for the lack of oil.
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SOURCES: OIL WORLD/APK INFORM

6.2 SUNFLOWER OIL (SFO)
The pressure from other oils is transferred to sunflower oil

Supply for 22/23 is expected to be similar to that of 21/22: the
fall in Ukraine's production is compensated by the increase in
initial stocks. However, uncertainty is high: in addition to the
weather in Europe, Russia and Ukraine...

• Is there sufficient capacity to store Ukraine's new harvest? 

• When will it be able to move? 

• Will exports through the Black Sea ever resume on a large 
scale? 

• Will the 4.6 Mts of stock ever be mobilised in time?



6. SOYBEAN OIL (SBO)
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SOURCES: RJO OBRIEN/USDA/WAGW/HIGHTOWER/OIL WORLD
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Soybean market in the middle of the US weather market

Soybean conditions in the US deteriorated in the last week but have improved noticeably over the last 3 months. The
weather will have to be monitored: low rainfall and above normal temperatures are forecast for the next 15 days. The
future of oilseeds in the medium term is at stake here: the expected production growth for 22/23 is basically soybeans.
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SOURCES: RJO OBRIEN/USDA/WAGW/HIGHTOWER/OIL WORLD
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Soybean market in the middle of the US weather market

We expect area growth in South America, mainly in Argentina after several years of
decline, given the lower investment cost compared mainly to maize.

The weather in South America during November 2022 to February 2023 will be
critical for the long-awaited production recovery to ease tight balance sheets.
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3. RAPESEED OIL (RSO)

SOURCES: OIL WORLD/AGRICENSUS/AGRITEL

Good rapeseed production prospects

Planting in Canada was very delayed in important regions, with very varied weather: lack of rain in the west and excess rain in the
east. This situation has improved in recent weeks. Oil World estimates production at 19.6 Mts, which implies a growth of 7 Mts. In
Europe, yield potential has been affected by the heat wave that affected important producing countries, as well as the lack of rain.
However, production is expected to improve by around 1.2 Mts.
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3. ACEITE DE COLZA (RSO)

SOURCES: OIL WORLD/AGRICENSUS/AGRITEL

Good rapeseed production prospects

Another large crop is expected in Australia, given the growing area.

Downward pressure on other oils as well as improving conditions in Canada
have put pressure on rapeseed prices, which are still at historically high
levels.



A WORLD OF VEGETABLE OILS


